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Jorge Casalderrey-Solana Royal Society Fellow jorge.casalderreysolana@physics.ox.ac.uk

๏ A new state of matter
Quark Gluon Plasma

๏ A strongly coupled fluid

๏ Extremely high temperatures
T > 2×1012 K = 170 MeV

Pb Pb

๏ LHC: Pb-Pb @ √s= 2.76 TeV 

๏Main tool that I use: Holography
• Strong coupling field theory 
solved by classical gravity

๏ Topics I will address this year
• Phase transitions and holography

• Inhomogeneous horizons in 5D
• Gravitational waves at strong coupling

Heavy Ion Collisions & Holography

• Onset of hydro behaviour
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FIG. 1. Energy density versus temperature for the gauge theory dual to (1). At high and low T there is
only one phase shown in dashed-dotted blue. The preferred phase in the multivalued region is shown in solid
purple. The dotted green curve is metastable. The dashed red curve is locally unstable. The black vertical
line indicates Tc = 0.247⇤. The top (bottom) dashed, grey horizontal line indicates the highest (lowest)
average energy density that we have considered. The top (bottom) dotted, grey horizontal line indicates the
maximum (minimum) value of the energy in the corresponding final states. The solid, black horizontal line
is the state for which we show specific results.
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FIG. 2. Energy density for the initial state indicated by the solid, black horizontal line in Fig. 1, perturbed
by the third Fourier mode. The color coding on the final-time slice is the same as in Fig. 1.
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a/!xB We have looked at NGC1275 
– central AGN of Perseus 
cluster – notable feature at 
3.54 keV

AGNs are bright point 
sources of photons

Dark matter or ALPs can produce 
features in this spectrum

The precise form of these 
modulations depends on the 
galaxy cluster magnetic 
field.

JOSEPH CONLON – string 
theory, cosmology, BSM, 
astroparticle physics, particle 
astrophysics……

Students: Nick Jennings (4th year)

Current research 
focuses on use of X-ray 
astronomy as a probe 
of fundamental physics



ULI HAISCH DALITZ 2*

*at the moment on sabbatical at CERN

Wide range of interests all connected to elementary particle 
physics phenomenology:

Flavour physics Higgs physics Dark matter physics New physics



Lucian Harland-Lang
STFC Rutherford Fellow

I am a QCD collider phenomenologist. Two main topics of research:

‣ Precise extraction of proton structure. Essential to all LHC 
physics- member of MMHT ‘global’ PDF fitting collaboration.
‣ Ongoing/recent work: towards ‘MMHT’17, understanding the 
photon PDF, dealing with theoretical uncertainties…
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Figure 1: MMHT2014 NNLO PDFs at Q2 = 10 GeV2 and Q2 = 104 GeV2, with associated 68%
confidence-level uncertainty bands. The corresponding plot of NLO PDFs is shown in Fig. 20.

distributions.

The outline of the paper is as follows. In Section 2 we describe the improvements that

we have in our theoretical procedures since the MSTW2008 analysis [1] was performed. In

particular, we discuss the parameterisation of the input PDFs, as well as the improved treat-

ments (i) of the deuteron and nuclear corrections, (ii) of the heavy flavour PDFs, (iii) of the

experimental errors of the data, and, (iv) in fitting the neutrino-produced dimuon data. In

Section 3 we discuss the non-LHC data which have been added since the MSTW2008 analysis,

while Section 4 describes the LHC data that are now included in the fit. The latter Section

concentrates on the description of W and Z production data, together with a discussion of the

inclusion of LHC jet production data.

The results of the global analysis can be found in Section 5. This section starts with a

discussion of the treatment of the QCD coupling, and of whether or not to include ↵S(M2
Z)

as a free parameter. We then present the LO, NLO and NNLO PDFs and their uncertainties,

together with the values of the input parameters. These sets of PDFs are the end products of

the analysis – the grids and interpolation code for the PDFs can be found at [12] and will be

available at [13] and a new HepForge [14] project site is foreseen. An example is given in Fig.

1 which shows the NNLO PDFs at scales of Q2 = 10 GeV2 and Q2 = 104 GeV2, including the

associated one-sigma (68%) confidence-level uncertainty bands.

Section 5 also contains a comparison of the NLO and NNLO PDFs with those of MSTW2008

[1]. The quality of the fit to the data at LO is far worse than that at NLO and NNLO, and

is included only for completeness. In Section 6 we make predictions for various benchmark

processes at the LHC, and in Section 7 we discuss other data sets that are becoming available
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• Central Exclusive Production:

• Parton Distribution Functions:

‣ Unique ‘elastic’ class of event. Different avenue for exploration 
compared to standard ‘inclusive’ LHC production.
‣ Ongoing/recent work: SuperChic Monte Carlo generator for 
CEP, heavy ion collisions (BSM possibilities?)…

pp ! p + X + p





John March-Russell



Early	universe:	Tikhonov	reconstruction	of	a	quadrupolar
modulation	in	the	spectrum	of	primordial	scalar	fluctuations	
from	Planck	data	➛ spectral	features	may	be	evidence	for	
multiple	episodes	of	inflation	(with	associated	non-Gaussianity)

High	energy	neutrinos:	I	participate	in	the	IceCube expt.	
which	discovered	cosmic	high	energy	neutrinos	…	predicted	
deep	inelastic	scattering	cross-section	using	HERAPDF	➛ now	
confirmed	upto ~1000	TeV (measured	absorption	in	the	Earth)

Dark	matter:	Particularly	interested	in	asymmetric	relic	
particles	and	their	phenomenology	– and	attempts	at	
detection	by	both	terrestrial	and	cosmic	experiments	…	

Mon.	Not.	R.	Astron.	Soc.	2017

Late	universe:	Determined	our	velocity	wrt the	ref.	frame	
defined	by	radio	galaxies	at	redshift	~1	➛ is	in	same	direction	
as,	but	~ 4	times	faster than	our	velocity	wrt the	CMB!	
Investigating	further	with	ALLWISE	catalogue	of	IR	sources	…

Nature	2017	(to	appear)

I	am	at	Oxford	only	during	term	- rest	of	the	time	at	NBI	Copenhagen	
Students: Just	finished:	Jeppe Trøst Nielsen	@	Copenhagen

Finishing:	Amel Durakovic @	Copenhagen	
Starting:	Konstantin	Beyer	(with	Gianluca Gregori,	ALP)
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Closed	strings	picture:	dynamics	of	strings

&	branes at	low	energy	is	described	by

string	theory	in	curved	space	in	higher	dim.

conjectured

exact		equivalence

Open	strings	picture:	dynamics	of	strings	

&	branes at	low	energy	is	desribed by	

a	quantum	field	theory	without	gravity	

AdS-CFT	correspondence															Gauge-gravity	duality Gauge-string	duality Holography

STRONG	COUPLING WEAK	COUPLING

Allows	study	of	correlation	functions,	Wilson	loops,	thermodynamics,	transport,	

non-equilibrium	behavior,	turbulence,	quantum	quenches	etc in	STRONGLY	interacting

systems	(of	some	class)	by	using	their	DUAL	weak	gravity	description		

Oxford	Holography	Group:	J.	Casalderrey Solana	(RSURF),	N.Gushterov,	B.Meiring,	A.Starinets



John Wheater 

Discretized models of 
Quantum Gravity & Quantum Geometry

Matrix Models Rigorous 
 Combinatorics  

Manifolds Graphs

Statistical  
Mechanics

Quantum Field 
Theory

Numerical 
Simulation

JW, Aravinth  Kulanthaivelu,  collaborators in  
Copenhagen & Reykjavik



My research focuses on LHC phenomenology 

Recent/ongoing work includes

• NLO calculations 

• Merging NNLO+Parton Shower

• resummation of soft/collinear radiation effects

• Higgs physics   

• electroweak boson production & anomalous couplings

• precise determination of the photon PDF 

Giulia Zanderighi
currently on a 5y leave at CERN 



Emeriti & Visitors 



G. Ross - Physics Beyond the Standard Model?  

   
MW ,Z ≪ MGUT , M Planck ?• Has  SUSY been fully tested by the LHC?  

…No, not even the MSSM! 

low-scale 

^"

• Scale invariant theories (including gravity) +Pedro, Chris Hill 

• Inflation & Black Hole production 

• Fermion masses and mixings 

+Subir, Gabriel German 
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Mike Teper – Lattice Field Theory

physics of strongly-coupled field theories e.g. gauge theories

publications during last year:

• On the mass of the world-sheet ’axion’ in SU(N) gauge theories in 3+1

dimensions

with Andreas Athenodorou – Phys.Lett.B771(2017)408: arXiv:1702.03717

• SO(N) gauge theories in 2+1 dimensions: glueball spectra and confinement

with Richard Lau – JHEP 1710(2017)022: arXiv:1701.06941

• SU(N) gauge theories in 2+1 dimensions: glueball spectra and k-string tensions

with Andreas Athenodorou – JHEP 1702(2017)015: arXiv:1609.03873

• Closed flux tubes in D=2+1 SU(N) gauge theories: dynamics and effective

string description

with Andreas Athenodorou – JHEP 1610(2016)093: arXiv:1602.07634
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My#current#interest#in#Par.cle#Cosmology/Astrophysics�

•  Axion#Like#par.cles#
#

•  Primordial#Black#Hole#(PBH)�

Kazunori#Kohri#(Kaz):##OneDyear#visitor#from#KEK,#Japan�

	��
#(��������)#�

γTeV+#γIR#→#e+#+eD##(huge#absorp.ons#in#ICS)#

#

###########osc############no#osc#and#no#abs#######osc#

γTeV###at#sources#→#axion#in#ICS##→##γTeV##in#MW�

KK#and#Kodama#arXiv:1704.05189�

GammaDray#constraints#on#PBHs#for#1015#–#1017#g#

#

CMB#constraints#on#accre.ng#PBHs#for#30#M_solar#

#

Possible#produc.ons#of#PBHs#in#MD,#not#in#RD#

#

Higgs#stabiliza.on/destabiliza.on#due#to#evapora.ng#PBHs�

Poulin,#Calore,#Serpico,#Clesse,#KK,#arXiv:1707.04206�

Harada,#Yoo,#KK,#Nakao,arXiv:1707.03595�

KK#and#Matsui,#arXiv:1708.02138�

Carr,#KK,#Sendouda,#Yokoyama,#arXiv:1604.05349�



Pierre	Sikivie	
visiting	Oxford	Theoretical	Physics	
from	the	University	of	Florida	
from	9	to	20	October,	2017

Research	interests
axion cosmology
axion detection	
large	scale	structure	formation
Bose-Einstein	condensation
dark	matter	caustics

Recent	paper:			“Gravitational	self-interactions	of	a	degenerate	
quantum	scalar	field”,									with	

Sankha Chakrabarty,	Seishi	Enomoto,	Yaqi Han	and	Elisa	Todarello



Gavin P. Salam 
CERN–TH (also on leave from CNRS, Paris) 
& frequent visitor to Oxford 

Main interest: LHC physics
mostly from a QCD point of view 
• Jet-physics  

(anti-kt algorithm, FastJet) 
• Higgs studies  

(e.g. VBF @ NNLO, jet vetoes) 
• Parton Distribution Functions  

(e.g. hoppet, LUXqed photons) 
• BSM searches  

(jet substructure, ColliderReach) 
• heavy-ion collisions 
• future colliders
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Apolinário, Milhano, GPS & Salgado preliminary 

max time that can be probed  
v. PbPb luminosity: LHC to FCC

m
ax

 ti
m

e 
(fm

/c
)

Pb Pb lumi [nb-1]

Using finite lifetime of top-quarks and W’s 
to get a time-differential probe of quark-

gluon plasma in heavy-ion collisions

prelim
inary



Stephen West

Dark Matter and Hidden sectors
Beyond WIMP DM - freeze-in, Nuclear Dark matter…
Link to matter-antimatter asymmetry - asymmetric dark matter

Astro-Particle Physics

Black Holes
BSM physics at the Colliders

Early Universe Cosmology

Electroweak Symmetry breaking

Dark matter consequences for stars

Long lived states
Anything BSM including SUSY

Colliding particles in the fields of…

Extended Higgs sectors 

How do we probe more complicated hidden sectors?
Dark matter direct and indirect detection

Phase Transitions 

Topological Defects
Neutrino Physics



Postdocs



  

Fady Bishara (Dalitz 1)
Beyond the Standard Model Phenomenology

> Is EWSB in the SM minimal?  hWW coupling in VBF→

> Higgs self coupling at the LHC (w/ES)

> Many precision observables at the LHC �O(1-few)%  →
constraints on BSM physics like modified charm Yukawa, 
Zbb and Ztt couplings, light muonic forces, …

Higgs physics  & LHC pheno

Dark matter EFT & model building

Non-topological solitons (w/JMR, GJ, OL)

> DM EFT from quarks & gluons to nucleons

> Light, self-interacting, bosonic DM

> Higgs assisted Q-balls  thick/thin wall–

> Non-perturbative decay  tunnelling with conserved charge→





2010:	Master	at	University	of	Heidelberg
2010	– 2013:	PhD	at	University	of	Bonn
2013	– 2016:	Postdoc	at	DESY	Hamburg
2016	– :	Postdoc	at	Oxford

String	Theory/Pheno
Particle	Physics

Dualities
Heterotic/F-Theory

Cosmology
Moduli	Stabilization,	de	Sitter,	DM

Algebraic	/	Toric Geometry

Gauged	Linear	Sigma	Models
Worldsheet theories

Physics Mathematics

Group	Theory

Conformal	Field	Theory

Knot	Theory

Fabian	RuehleFabian Ruehle
• Research interests: String theory 

➡ Mathematics

➡ Particle physics

➡ Cosmology

➡ Computational physics / mathematics


• Last year and this year 
• String dualities


‣ Perturbative string theory <=> M-/F-Theory

‣ F-Theory  <=> SCFTs


• Heterotic string theory

‣ Instantons and moduli stabilization

‣ SU(3) structure compactifications


• Constraining string theory with cosmological observations

‣ Dark matter, dark radiation

‣ large field inflation


• Machine learning and the string landscape

‣ Neural networks, reinforced learning, genetic algorithms



Associates







String Theory Group (Maths Branch)
✴ James Sparks ; AdS/CFT
✴ Chris Beem ; N=4 SYM, conformal field theories
✴ Fernando Alday ; integrability, strong coupling limit 
of N=4 SYM
✴ Lionel Mason and Andrew Hodges ; twistor string 
theory, amplitudes of N=4 SYM
✴ Sakura Schafer-Nameki ; F-theory, heterotic string 
theory
✴ Xenia de la Ossa and PC ; CY manifolds and 
heterotic string theory, non-Kähler manifolds


